Children feel better why they know about things

Some children have one hand that functions well and one that is harder to use. In such
cases, the hand that is slightly harder to use might benefit from training. A training
method called Constraint Induced Movement Therapy, often abbreviated to CIMT, is available. In CIMT, a mitten is worn on the better hand during training. The mitten is worn
to make the training as effective as possible.
It is hard to explain to children why they need to do training in this way, so we have
produced this book. By going through the story, children and their friends find out what
will be happening. Recognition brings reassurance: ”Aha! So this is what happens now,
just like in the story.” Preparing children increases their ability to understand and be
motivated to do training.
We hope you will read this story a few times with your child before starting a CI therapy training session.

Choose the word that is right for you

We have chosen to call the hand with impaired function the ”difficult hand”. You might
use a different name in your family. When you are reading, you can use the word that is
right for you.

It is a good idea to read the book at nursery and school

If your child will be doing the training at school, ask the staff to read the book for the
other children, before the training session starts. This will give the other children some
insight into why your child is wearing a mitten while training.
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Undra and
the helper hand

Undra is a friend to children.
Oh dear! Undra has hurt herself.
One of her hands is in plaster.
”Oh dear!” says Lollo.
”Now the other hand will have to
do the work,” says Undra. ”That will
make things a bit more difficult.”

Lollo has two hands, too.
One do-it hand that does nearly everything.
And a difficult hand.
”That hand could help out,” says Undra.
”No!” says Lollo. ”It makes things difficult!”
”We could train our difficult hands,” says Undra,
”so they become helper hands!”

Together, the do-it hand and the helper hand can learn to:

Open packets.

Take socks off.

Peel a banana.

But first, the helper hand must
do some training without the
do-it hand.

Undra’s do-it hand is in plaster.
”You could wear a mitten on your do-it hand,” says Undra.
”Then you can do training using just your difficult hand.”
”What fun mittens,” says Undra.
”Which one would you like?”
Lollo chooses a smiley face.
Undra chooses a smiley face, too.

Everyone who wants to learn something
must do training. If you want to
be able to hop on one leg, you must
hop and hop on lots

of days.

Oops! Sometimes it goes wrong. So you just try again.
If you want to be able to whistle you must
whistle and whistle on lots of days.
A difficult hand that wants to be
a helper hand needs to do training
on lots of days.
”Lollo,” says Undra,
”we will do training on lots of days.”
”And then we will have a party!”

Undra and Lollo go exploring INDOORS
to see what they can practise.

A tower! Can we push it over?

A book! Can we turn the pages?

Water! Can we splash it?

Undra and Lollo go exploring OUTDOORS.

A balloon!
Can we hit it up in the air?

The sandpit! Can we make pies?

Pebbles! Can we pick them up?

The next day, Undra hides lots of things in a box.

Lollo finds the car.
It is hard to pick it up with her hand.
This makes Lollo angry.
”I made it too hard,” says Undra.
”Let us try again.”
”Come on, come on!”
”We will not give up!”

Undra and Lollo do training on lots of
days. Sometimes they are tired.

Lollo and Undra are happy.
Their difficult hands have become helper hands.

”We have been really clever,” says Undra.
”Give me a high five!”
”Hooray!” says Lollo, ”Now we will have
a party!”

Undra is a little superhero
who finds out things that
children with disabilities and
their friends might wonder about.
When a child calls for her, Undra comes
immediately to find out what she has to do.
In this book, Undra helps Lollo do things that are hard,
like training her difficult hand so
it becomes a helper hand.

